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Abstract: This research attempts to investigate the thermal performance of solar air collectors with
pin fins and turbulators. Incorporating carbon-nanotube-based fins and turbulators in solar collectors
can enhance their performance due to their high thermal conductivity, low weight, and high aspect
ratio. In the present study, numerical analyses of a solar collector with pin fins and turbulators are
carried out to investigate its effect on the Nusselt number. The paper begins with the numerical
analysis of conventional air collectors and compares them with theoretical results. This is followed by
numerical analyses, which are carried out to examine different configurations of the absorber plate
with pin fins of varying diameters (10 mm, 20 mm, and 30 mm) and turbulators of varying heights
(20 mm, 40 mm, and 60 mm) in the base plate. The analyses include variations in the Reynolds
number ranging from 3000 to 15,000. Subsequently, after the performance of the solar collector with
pin fins is evaluated, the effect of turbulators of varying heights on the Nusselt number is analyzed,
followed by the analysis of the combined effect of pin fins and turbulators. The results are compared
with traditional solar collectors and show that the combined effect of pin fins and turbulators can
significantly improve the thermal performance of solar air collectors. The findings of this study
can contribute to the development of renewable energy-based air conditioning, ventilation, and
heating systems.

Keywords: solar air collectors; carbon nanotube (CNT); turbulators; pin fins; computational fluid
dynamic (CFD) study; numerical analysis

1. Introduction

Solar energy is currently the second largest by cumulative power capacity and the
most adopted green energy resource all over the world [1]. In developing countries like
India, it has become the most comprehensive form among other types of green energy tech-
nology [2]. Photovoltaic cells and solar towers can be adopted for converting solar thermal
energy into electricity, while solar collectors can harness thermal energy for medium- and
low-temperature engineering applications [3,4]. Solar collectors using air as a working
fluid are advantageous because of their simpler construction, ease of maintenance, and
minimum investment. Mainly, solar collectors are ideal for simple heating applications [5],
including space heating, energy storage [6], crop drying, and dehumidification projects [7].
However, the lower thermal capacity of air and the varying solar radiation are a few notable
disadvantages of using solar air collectors [8].
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In conventional air heaters, the atmospheric air circulated within the solar collector
remains in a viscous laminar flow. It results in a very minimal heat transfer coefficient
value of inlet air leading to minimal efficiency of the heater. Researchers have looked
into various ways of increasing heat transfer by rupturing the laminar sublayer with
turbulence-inducing elements on the base plate to address this issue [9]. It is the most
effective approach for creating artificial roughness on the base plate that reduces thermal
resistance by disturbing the laminar layer. Introducing fins on the base plate further
enhances the heat transfer characteristics [10]. However, the effect comes at the cost of a rise
in pumping power through the roughened base plate, which requires additional electrical
energy, thereby increasing power consumption. It is thus crucial to evaluate a thermal
collector’s heat transfer performance and airflow characteristics to create an optimal and
effective system. The thermohydraulic augmentation factor is a measure that relates the
heat transfer rate within the system to the fluid flow characteristics, which toggles with
frictional parameters and pressure drop through the flow chamber [11]. Another method to
enhance the operation of a thermal collector under turbulent flow conditions is by utilizing
stagnant energy at the inner face of the absorber plate [12]. This stagnant energy is usually
not transported by the air due to insufficient time [13]. There are two main techniques
for exploiting this energy: The first involves breaking the viscous sublayer, which stores
this energy, and creating a geometrical roughness on the plate [14]. The second technique
involves impeding and remixing the air to lift it toward the absorber plate to extract energy
from the laminar sublayer with the help of turbulators. The second technique, however,
results in a substantial enhancement in thermal energy transfer and pressure drop when the
roughness is much larger than the thickness of the sublayer. Studies have investigated the
properties of flow in rectangular protruded ducts, primarily utilized in thermal collectors,
to augment the heat energy transfer from the collector absorber plate and active fluid at
lower cost and pumping power [15–17]. Researchers have found that the periodicity of
flow rises with the Reynolds Number (Re), and the total loss coefficient develops almost
steadily when the resistance to flow is high [18].

Several authors have researched the augmentation of solar thermal collectors’ thermal
characteristics. Li et al. [19] performed an empirical study on the fluid flow’s mean velocity,
pressure drop, and turbulence around baffles for the Re varying between 600 and 10,500.
Their results showed that as Re increased, the flow became periodic after crossing two to
five baffles, and the total loss coefficient remained relatively constant when the pressure
drop ratio was high. Habib et al. [20] placed baffles with a unique shape on the two parallel
heating surfaces and achieved an improved heat transfer while maintaining a constant wall
flux on the test plate surfaces. They found that enhancing the Re, choosing higher thermal
conductivity material for the baffle, and minimizing the space between them resulted in an
average heat transfer coefficient value. However, further study revealed that the average
heat transfer and pressure drop factors improved while increasing the baffle height and
flow velocity [21]. A significant increase in pressure loss was observed when comparing the
pressure drop and average thermal energy transfer rate. Liou et al. [22] reported an in-depth
experimentation on the solar collector’s turbulent heat transfer for the Re varying from
5.103 to 54.103 in another study. Typically, the solar collector duct is a rectangular shape
having ribs to stimulate the turbulent flow inside the collector. Their research demonstrated
increased heat exchange at the cost of a significantly higher-pressure loss.

The main goal of this research is to augment the efficiency of thermal energy transfer
between the absorber plate and working fluid while prioritizing system lightweight, dura-
bility, and minimum pumping power consumption. In the present work, to achieve this,
a novel carbon nanotube (CNT) pin fin and turbulators are tested in a conventional solar
air collector. The CNT pin fins intend to increase the base plate surface area subjected to
the inlet airflow. At the same time, the turbulators break the laminar boundary layer and
form the vortex effect phenomena near the turbulator region. The study depicts how this
enhanced the useful heat transfer from the absorber plate to inlet air.
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2. CFD Modelling

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modelling is used as a tool to carry out numerical
methods and algorithms to simulate and analyze the behaviour of fluids, their interaction
with their surroundings, and other aspects of the system without its physical realization.
The method is employed considering its potential to save time and resources by reducing
the number of costly and time-consuming trials. This manuscript aims to implement the
aforementioned idea in solar collectors through CFD modelling. It will include an overview
of the parameters, boundary conditions, and solver settings used in the modelling carried
out in the work.

2.1. Solar Thermal Collector Parameters

A smooth conventional solar air collector geometry with dimensions 2000 mm ×
1000 mm × 70 mm is shown in Figure 1 [23,24]. The base absorber is a rectangular plate
made of a 2 mm thick aluminium sheet and a glass cover sheet with 3 mm in thickness
resting at a height of 50 mm above the collector plate, firmly supported by the wooden
structure. The wooden box accommodates the aluminium absorber plate, glass plate, and
duct provisions to facilitate airflow. The inlet portion of the duct is a 100 mm long pipe
with a 50 mm diameter, and the outlet portion of the duct is a 100 mm long pipe with a
25 mm diameter. The wooden box has 1 cm of thick glass wool for insulation [25,26].
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2.2. Governing Equations

The simulation has adopted the RNG k-ε model to provide an accurate representation
of the turbulent flow field. On the other hand, the Nusselt equation (Equation (1)) is another
primary equation used to represent a band of attributes from convective heat transfer to
the thermal conductivity of the fluid. The Reynolds number describes the nature of flow
as laminar or turbulent, which is given in Equation (2). The other fundamental equations
used to predict fluid flow include the continuity, momentum, energy, and flow turbulence
models, depicted in Equations (3)–(7).

Nu =
h Dh
Ke f f

(1)

Re =
U Dh

ν
(2)

Continuity equation:
∇ ·

(
ρ · →v

)
= 0 (3)
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Momentum equation:

∇ ·
(

ρ · →v · →v
)
= −∇ρ +∇ ·

(
µ

[(
∇→v +∇→v

T
)
− 2

3
∇ · →v I

])
+ ρ

→
g (4)

Energy equation:

∇ ·
(→

v (ρE + p)
)
= ∇ ·

(
Ke f f∇T − h

→
J +

(
µ

[(
∇→v +∇→v

T
)
− 2

3
∇ ·→v I

]
· →v

))
(5)

where, Keff is the effective conductivity.
The fluid turbulence model is calculated using the following transport equations.

∂

∂xi
(ρkui) =

∂

∂xj

(
αkµ

∂k
∂xj

)
+ Gk + Gb − ρε−YM + Sk (6)

∂

∂xi
(ρεui) =

∂

∂xj

(
αεµ

∂ε

∂xj

)
+ C1ε

ε

k
(Gk + G3ε Gb)− C2ερ

ε2

k
+ Sε (7)

where, C1ε and C2ε are the model constants that have the finite value of 1.42 and 1.68,
respectively, and k is the turbulence kinetic energy.

Table 1 provides the individual thermal properties of the solar collector components
required for the numerical assessment.

ρ = 3.915− 0.01608 T + 2.901× 10−5T2 − 1.941× 10−8T3 (8)

Ke f f =
(

0.001521 + 0.0975 T − 3.332× 10−5T2
)
× 10−3 (9)

µ =
(

1.616 + 0.0652 T − 3.029× 10−5T2
)
× 10−6 (10)

Table 1. Thermal properties of the solar collector components.

Materials Density Thermal
Conductivity Specific Heat Viscosity

(kg/m3) (W/mK) (J/kg.K) (kg/ms)

Air Equation (8) Equation (9) 1006.34 Equation (10)
Glass cover 2500 1.2 800 -
Aluminium 2719 202.4 871 -

CNT 1740 3000 570 -

2.3. Performance Parameters

Since the CFD models are required to be compared against theoretical value, it is
essential to establish the performance parameter as a reference base prior to the CFD
modelling. Instantaneous thermal efficiency (ηt) and pumping power consumption (∆P)
are the two key parameters used to benchmark the performance of the modelled system.
They are theoretically calculated from Equations (11) and (12) and are used to know the
characteristics of the solar thermal air collector under different boundary conditions.

ηt =
Qu

IT Ap
× 100 (11)

Qp =

.
m
ρ

∆P (12)
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2.4. Boundary Conditions and Solver Settings

Several typical experimental conditions are given as boundary conditions in the
ANSYS Fluent module for performing the numerical simulation in a solar thermal collector.
The collector tilt angle must be perpendicular to the incoming solar radiations. And
so, the latitude angle is taken as the collector tilt angle. The air’s inlet temperature and
mass flow rate are assumed to be uniform throughout the simulation. The heat losses
from the collector are constantly varied, which mainly depends upon the collector surface
temperature. The properties of the circulating air are varied with respect to temperature;
the empirical equation for this thermal property is loaded in the fluent material properties.
The base plate is set as a wall boundary condition where solar irradiance is given as heat
flux. The solar irradiance is multiplied with an absorptivity value of 0.95 to consider
reflection losses from the collector bottom surface. The collector side is set as a wall in
ANSYS Fluent boundary conditions, in which the heat is rejected from the thermal collector
to the atmosphere. The equivalent velocity inlet condition to the concerned Re is applied
perpendicular to the inlet duct, with a fixed temperature of 303 K at the inlet. Pressure
flow outlet boundary conditions are set as a backward pressure of 0 Pa applied at the
outlet duct. The net transmissivity of the glass plate is taken as 0.95, where the boundary
conditions are set as the heat is rejected from the glass cover to the ambient conditions.
The fluid velocity for the corresponding Re varies from 3000 to 15,000 in steps of 1500,
resulting in nine numerical simulations per model. The boundary conditions applied to the
numerical model simulation are represented in Table 2. CFD simulations involve solving
a set of partial differential equations (PDEs) that discuss the behaviour of the fluid flow.
Solver settings play a critical role in CFD simulations as they determine how fluid flow
equations are solved, thereby impacting the simulation’s accuracy, efficiency, and stability.
The simulation utilizes the following solver settings:

• The SIMPLE scheme is adopted to calculate the flow problem. This method couples
the velocity and pressure corrections to apply mass conservation in order to calculate
the pressure field;

• The residual values are set to a threshold of below 10−6 to achieve convergence in
the solution;

• The pressure is formulated using the weighted body force method.

Table 2. Boundary conditions for the numerical simulation.

Parameters Boundary Condition

Absorber top surface Wall
Glass cover Wall

Absorber side Wall
Air inlet Velocity inlet

Air outlet Pressure outlet
Residuals 10−6

2.5. Grid Impedance Test

To confirm that the solutions attained are not dependent on the number of mesh
elements used, a test was performed by augmenting the number of elements in the mesh by
minimizing the size of each element. The Nusselt number (Nu) of the heat transfer in the
absorber plate was correlated between the different mesh configurations. This analysis was
conducted to confirm the accuracy of the CFD code used. Here, the simulation was carried
out for 0.02157 kg/s mass flow rate for a Re of 12,000. A mesh of 0.87 million elements was
used as the standard for the numerical analysis of the base model due to the requirement
of numerous numerical simulations and limitations in the computational speed. Figure 2
shows the resulting Nu for varying mesh sizes. For the absorber plate with CNT pin fin
configuration, a mesh of 0.94 million elements was used in the simulation.
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3. Results and Discussion

To study the proposed CFD model, it is important first to identify the model that
would produce the most accurate result. For this purpose, a simulation of the current
solar thermal collector was tested using three turbulence models: the Renormalisation
Group (RNG) k-ε model, the Standard k-ω model, and the Standard k-ε model. The results
obtained from the three different models were then compared to theoretical Nu values.
Figure 3 shows the numerical comparison results obtained from the three different models
as opposed to the theoretical values. The graph clearly illustrates that compared to the
other models, the RNG k-model’s numerical values were closer to the theoretical Nu values.
As a result, the RNG k-model was chosen for numerical simulations henceforth. It is worth
noting that this decision was important in ensuring that the results obtained from the
simulations carried out in the proposed model were accurate and reliable. Additionally,
several other authors recommended the same turbulence model for the simulation of solar
thermal collectors [27,28]. After choosing the right turbulence model, three simulations
were carried out: collectors with CNT pin fins, collectors with turbulator, and collectors
with both CNT pin fins and turbulators.

3.1. Effect of CNT Pin Fin Models with Different Heights

The pin fins, each having a diameter of 30 mm, were strategically placed atop the flat
plate collector in a configuration consisting of 5 rows and 15 columns. This innovative
arrangement was entirely integrated into the fluid flow channel, augmenting the absorber
plate’s surface area exposed to the air stream. Notably, the addition of pin fins served
to curtail the hydraulic diameter of the airflow duct, resulting in heightened thermal
energy transfer from the duct to the inlet airflow. Furthermore, it must be emphasized that
the hydraulic diameter was inversely proportional to the plate heat transfer coefficient.
Thus, the plate heat transfer coefficient was simultaneously increased by decreasing the
hydraulic diameter. It is interesting to note that, in this investigation, the pin fin material
employed was the novel material CNT. Figure 4 illustrates the solar collector outfitted
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with the proposed pin fin arrangement, and Figure 5 represents the 3D representation of a
section of the proposed collector.
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CNTs are a promising material for improving the thermal behaviour of solar collectors
due to their unique properties. As fins, they offer advantages over traditional metal fins,
including high thermal conductivity, low weight, and high aspect ratio. It is required to
mention that it is possible to use CNT material to fabricate the designed pin fin [29]. Using
CNT-based straight fins in solar collectors has indeed been shown to enhance the heat
transfer coefficient and augment overall efficiency. The exceptional thermal conductivity
of CNTs allows efficient heat transfer between the collector duct and the airflow [30].
Incorporating CNTs as fins diminishes the hydraulic diameter of the collector, amplifying
the heat energy transfer rate. With their lightweight nature, CNTs prove to be an optimal
choice for hassle-free installation and transportation. At the same time, their high aspect
ratio furnishes a generous surface area for heat transfer, elevating the collector’s efficiency
to new heights.

Numerical simulations were conducted on a solar thermal collector with pin fins at a
different Re. At a higher Re, the inertia force of the airflow dominated over the viscous force.
Clear visualization of the air streamlines across the pin fin is shown in Figure 6. This effect
reduces the friction factor for the working fluid flow. From the results, the temperature
contour of the collector integrated with pin fins is presented in Figure 7. The numerical
results show a decrease in the Nu of the fluid flow. The flow in the smooth duct remained
undisturbed, with parallel streamlines indicating minimal turbulence. Consequently, the
mixing of fluid layers was reduced, resulting in relatively lower Nu compared to the
modified plates. Figure 8 illustrates the velocity contour front view of the airflow stream,
and Figure 9 shows the top view representing the velocity variation across the stream.

However, the introduction of pin fins caused the formation of vortices and flow
separation downstream, leading to increased turbulence and mixing of fluid layers. In
Figure 10, the airflow separation across the pin fin is depicted. High-temperature spots
were detected downstream of the fins. It is likely due to the separation of laminar regions,
resulting in a low heat transfer in those areas [31]. Although the flow separation reduced
heat transfer from the absorber surface to the circulating air, the vortices created attachment
and detachment points, enhancing overall heat transfer. This effect is evident in the
numerical results presented in Figure 11. The Nusselt number of a flat plate with 30 mm
CNT pin fins is 113.05 at Re = 15,000, which is 176% higher than the collectors without
modifications. The Nu ratio for various Re is illustrated in Figure 12. This effect was
more significant under higher turbulent flow conditions, where the Re of the flowing fluid
enhanced, and the turbulent effects dominated over secondary flow.
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3.2. Effect of Different Heights in CNT Turbulator Model

CNT turbulators have been found to significantly enhance the efficiency of thermal
air heaters by effectively disrupting the flow sublayer. The flow pattern of the turbulators
closely resembles that of continuous fins, except for the area near the fins and grooves [32].
The streamlines in the continuous fins were closer to the rib portion, indicating a higher flow
rate than the turbulators. However, the groove cavities of the CNT turbulators exhibited
an increase in fluid flow separation and vortex development, resulting in a decrease in
turbulence intensity and kinetic energy within a minor area of the grooves. It affects the
heat exchange between the base plate and the inlet air, influenced by the net result of
fluid flow separation and vortex development in the vicinity of the rib area. The Nusselt
number of a flat plate with 30 mm CNT turbulators is 85.03 at Re = 15,000, which is 122%
higher than the collectors without modifications. Despite the use of CNT turbulators, the
Nu remains almost the same or is slightly reduced at various Re compared to continuous
fins. Figure 13 denotes a solar collector with turbulators, and Figure 14 illustrates the 3D
representation of a section of the proposed collector.

Despite having a higher wall temperature of the base plate, the smooth duct resulted
in a lower Nu than ducts with extended surfaces. Interestingly, the exit air temperature
seemed to be lower at a certain distance from the wall surface. However, both turbulators
exhibited an augment of thermal energy being absorbed by the inlet air from the duct wall
surface due to the occurrence of laminar flow breakage elements, resulting in a highly
increased Nu. Improvement in heat exchange was also observed in the hot spots, which
were smaller in the turbulators than in the fins, indicating greater flow separation. This
improvement could be attributed to a small amount of air trapped inside the cavity areas,
leading to bursts of heat retention in that volume. The number of turbulators and the
heat retention inside the cavities influenced the heat transfer rate. Figure 15 illustrates the
Re’s impact on the solar collector’s Nu for various Re. Figure 16 shows the Nu ratio of
turbulators at different Re. The results indicate turbulators led to a slightly lower Nu than
fins across different Re. These observations are in agreement with the data on turbulence
kinetic energy and the contour patterns of streamlines.
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3.3. Effect of Different Heights of CNT Pin Fins and Turbulators

A numerical assessment was conducted using three different diameters of CNT pin
fins (h), three different heights of the turbulator (H), and nine Reynolds numbers (Re)
varying from 3000 to 15,000. The best values of h, H, and Re were determined through
the numerical analysis, and complete specifications of the analysis are provided in Table 3.
Figure 17 illustrates the solar collector with both pin fins and turbulators, and Figure 18
denotes the 3D representation of a section of the proposed collector.

Table 3. Simulation parameters to find optimal conditions.

Run Pin Fin Height (mm) Turbulator Height (mm)

1 10 20
2 20 20
3 30 20
4 10 40
5 20 40
6 30 40
7 10 60
8 20 60
9 30 60

The conventional solar collector thermal efficiency can be enhanced by incorporating
passive heat transfer techniques such as CNT pin fins and turbulators. They increase
heat transfer by promoting fluid mixing and disrupting the laminar boundary layer. Fins,
which are extended surfaces protruding into the flow, are commonly used to improve heat
transfer in various heat transfer devices. In solar air collectors, fins are typically attached
to the base plate, increasing the surface area exposed to heat transfer. This increase in
surface area can lead to better heat transfer rates and thus augment the overall efficiency of
the solar air collector. Pin fins can be used to be straight or curved and can be spaced at
varying distances from each other, depending on the specific application. However, closely
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spaced pin fins can cause more flow resistance, leading to an increased pressure drop across
the collector.
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and their dimensions.
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Figure 18. 3D representation of a section of a solar collector with pin fins and turbulators.

Turbulators are another passive heat transfer enhancement technique that can be
utilized to improve heat transfer in solar collectors. They are essentially small obstacles that
are placed within the flow channel to induce turbulent flow, which can increase the velocity
of the fluid and promote mixing, leading to better heat transfer rates. In solar air collectors,
turbulators are typically designed as small ridges or bumps on the base plate, which can
cause the airflow to break into smaller eddies. Compared to pin fins, turbulators are
often more effective in promoting heat transfer, especially under turbulent flow conditions.
Figure 19 illustrates the Nu ratio for various pin fin heights and turbulator designs. The
Nusselt number of a flat plate with 20 mm CNT pin fins and 40 mm turbulators is 137.37
at Re = 15,000, which is 211% higher than the collectors without modifications. In this
condition, the efficiency of the thermal collector is found to be 89.54%.
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Figure 19. Nu ratio for various CNT pin fin heights and turbulators.

The effect of fins and turbulators on solar air collector performance is based on
the collector geometry, flow conditions, and design of the fins or turbulators. Figure 20
displays the results obtained from the numerical analysis of the combined effect of fins and
turbulators. Solar collector performance is limited under uniform flow conditions, and the
introduction of fins disrupts the fluid flow layer, inducing turbulence and improving heat
transfer. The Re of the fluid is a crucial parameter that determines the onset of turbulent
flow, with a higher Re resulting in more significant enhancements in heat transfer. These
passive techniques are important for improving the efficiency of solar collectors.

Integrating carbon nanotube (CNT) pin fins and turbulators in solar flat plate collectors
can potentially revolutionize their performance and efficiency. Carbon nanotubes, known
for their exceptional thermal and mechanical properties, offer unique advantages when
applied to heat transfer systems.

CNT pin fins, similar to conventional pin fins, are small protrusions attached to the
base plate of a thermal collector. However, their incorporation with carbon nanotubes
introduces several significant enhancements. The excellent thermal conductivity of CNT
allows them to efficiently conduct and transfer heat from the base plate to the working
fluid, leading to improved heat transfer rates and enhanced overall thermal efficiency of
the collector.

In addition to their high thermal conductivity, CNT pin fins also exhibit a large surface-
area-to-volume ratio. This property increases the contact surface area between the absorber
plate and the air, facilitating a more efficient heat energy transfer.

Moreover, CNT pin fins offer superior mechanical strength and structural stability,
allowing them to withstand high temperatures and pressures without deformations or
failures, ensuring their long-term functionality and durability in solar flat plate collectors.

Similarly, integrating CNT turbulators within the fluid flow channels of the collector
brings significant improvements. CNT turbulators enhance the turbulence of the fluid
flow, leading to increased convective heat transfer. The turbulent flow disrupts the laminar
boundary layer and promotes better mixing, resulting in a more effective heat transfer. The
enhanced convective heat transfer coefficient achieved with CNT turbulators significantly
improves the overall efficiency of the collector.
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Figure 20. Effect of fins and turbulators on solar collector’s Nu.

Furthermore, carbon nanotubes possess unique optical properties, such as high light
absorption and low reflectance, allowing them to absorb solar radiation efficiently and
maximizing the utilization of incoming sunlight. By absorbing a greater amount of solar
energy, the collector equipped with CNT pin fins and turbulators can achieve higher
thermal outputs and increase its overall energy conversion efficiency.

Their incorporation results in a more uniform temperature distribution across the ab-
sorber plate by promoting fluid mixing while simultaneously disrupting the boundary layer,
thereby reducing temperature gradients and minimizing heat losses. This optimization of
heat gain further augments the overall performance of the collector.

Furthermore, the exceptional mechanical strength and durability of carbon nanotubes
contribute to the long-term reliability and robustness of the entire collector system. Their
high-temperature stability allows for sustained performance even under harsh operat-
ing conditions.

The integration of CNT pin fins and turbulators in solar flat plate collectors offers
substantial improvements in their competence and carries the potential to revolutionize the
field of solar thermal energy utilization and contribute to the advancement of sustainable
energy solutions.

Thus, the results show that using fins and turbulators in solar collectors can enhance
the heat transfer process by promoting fluid mixing and disrupting the boundary layer.
The performance of these passive heat transfer techniques is influenced by turbulator
area, height, fin height, and fin pitch. A fin height of 20 mm and turbulator height of
40 mm represent an optimal design amongst the tested combinations that showcase the
significantly improved performance of solar air collectors, resulting in increased energy
savings and reduced environmental impact.

3.4. Effect of Different Heights of CNT Pin Fin and Turbulator Model on Pressure Drop

The implementation of pin fins and turbulators in solar flat plate collectors enhances
the flow resistance leading to a pressure drop across the thermal collector. Generally, pin
fins and turbulators are commonly used to augment heat transfer and improve the overall
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efficiency of solar collectors. Still, they can also impact the flow characteristics within
the collector.

Pin fins are small protrusions or extended surfaces attached to the base plate. They
increase the surface area exposed to sun rays, promoting better heat absorption and transfer
to the working fluid. However, the presence of pin fins also introduces additional flow
resistance. The pin fins’ geometry, size, and distribution determine the flow resistance.
A higher fin density and longer fin lengths generally result in increased flow resistance,
leading to higher pressure losses within the collector.

Turbulators, on the other hand, are devices or structures that disrupt the flow and
enhance the mixing of the working fluid. They are designed to create turbulence and
improve convective heat transfer. Turbulators can be in the form of ribbed surfaces, twisted
tapes, or other flow-inducing elements. While turbulators enhance heat transfer, they also
increase the collector’s flow resistance and pressure loss. Figure 21 denotes the pressure
drop due to the effect of fins and turbulators. While comparing the individual effect of pin
fins and turbulators in a solar collector, the implementation of both pin fins and turbulators
performs well. In addition, solar collectors having a fin height of 20 mm and turbulator
height of 40 mm have a superior performance. Also, the efficiency of this collector is varied
on different mass flow rates of the air. Figure 22 shows the collector’s thermal efficiency
with a 20 mm pin fin and 40 mm turbulator under different mass flow rates. On a higher
mass flow rate of 0.96915 kg/s (3.49 m3/h), the thermal efficiency is higher, around 89.57%.
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The presence of pin fins and turbulators alters the flow behaviour within the collector,
leading to changes in velocity, turbulence, and pressure distribution. The increased flow
resistance and pressure loss associated with pin fins and turbulators can affect the pumping
power required to circulate the fluid, which in turn impacts the overall system efficiency.
Considering these factors during the design of solar flat plate collectors is crucial to ensure
optimum heat transfer enhancement while maintaining acceptable pressure losses.
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4. Comparative Analysis

The present section compares the results of similar works from the literature with the
current work. Table 4 indicates the modifications carried out in the present work along
with the works reported in the literature. The enhancement of the Nu ratio in the proposed
model is compared with the literature works, and their comparison is visually illustrated
in Figure 23. In the normal turbulence condition, the value of Reynolds number is greater
than 2500. In the present numerical study, the internal airflow is assumed to be turbulent;
therefore, the higher Reynolds number is assumed, and the entire process simulation is
carried out.

Table 4. Similar works in the literature.

Author Modifications

Momin et al. [33] Continuous V-shape rib
Saini et al. [34] Continuous arc shape
Hans et al. [35] Multi V shape

Aharwal et al. [36] Inclined ribs with gap
Singh et al. [37] V ribs with gap
Hans et al. [38] Arc-shape with gap

Kumar et al. [39] Multi-V ribs with gap
Pandey et al. [40] Multi arc rib with gap

Bhattacharyya et al. [41] Inclined turbulators
Chamoli et al. [42] V-down shaped perforated baffles

Present work Pin fin
Present work Turbulators
Present work Pin fin and Turbulators (PFT)
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Generally, the solar collector’s performance is measured based on thermal efficiency
irrespective of different conditions and parameters. It is a crucial metric of the solar
collector, directly impacting their ability to convert sunlight into heat energy effectively.
The higher the efficiency, the more heat can be generated for a given amount of sunlight,
resulting in a greater energy output. In line with this, the present study also follows the
same approach and validates the effectiveness of the proposed solar collector based on its
thermal efficiency.

Table 5 presents the comparative analysis of the proposed work with the previous
results reported in the literature in terms of thermal efficiency, and the same is illustrated
in Figure 24.

Table 5. Comparative analysis of current work with other similar works.

Author Modifications Reynold’s
Number (Re)

Mass Flux
(kg/m2 s)

Thermal
Efficiency (%)

Sahu et al. [43] Transverse Ribs (TR) 3000–12,000 - 83.5
Ramani et al. [44] Porous Material (PM) 612–10,300 1.233–6.122 78.2

Lin et al. [45] Wavelike absorbing plate
parallel to the flow direction (WLF) 4600–5200 0.001–0.25 55.92

Lin et al. [45] Wavelike absorbing
plate perpendicular to the flow direction (WPF) 4600–5200 0.001–0.25 57.04

Lin et al. [45] Cross-corrugated absorbing plates (CCP) 4600–5200 0.001–0.25 40.21
Present work Pin fin 3000–15,000 2.75–13.845 81.79
Present work Turbulators 3000–15,000 2.75–13.845 86.65
Present work Pin fin and Turbulators (PFT) 3000–15,000 2.75–13.845 89.54
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Due to the higher thermal conductivity of CNT, the thermal energy transferred from
the base plate to the circulating air is enhanced compared to conventional materials, result-
ing in a Nu ratio greater than unity. Combining pin fins and turbulators further increases
this ratio significantly. The combination of pin fins and turbulators breaks the laminar sub
layer and reduces the hydraulic diameter, resulting in a considerable improvement of the
Nu and overall heat transfer. Additionally, the wavy and corrugated modifications of the
proposed collectors significantly increase their thermal efficiency, as shown in Figure 24.
Thus, CNT pin fins and turbulators have a high Nusselt ratio and augment the overall
thermal efficiency of solar air collectors.

5. Conclusions

In the present work, a numerical investigation of solar thermal collector with pin fins
and turbulators is presented. The proposed model enhances the heat transfer and improves
efficiency. The numerical analysis carried out in the present work assumes that the bottom
of the absorbing plate of the solar collector is perfectly insulated and has a minimum
amount of heat losses. The study revealed that the Nusselt number is higher in all cases
due to an augment in turbulent kinetic energy and its dissipation rate at higher Reynolds
numbers. This increase in the Nusselt number also resulted in an enhanced useful heat
energy transfer rate from the base plate.

The addition of pin fins decreased the hydraulic diameter of the collector, leading
to increased Nusselt numbers for both the absorber plate and airflow. The utilization
of fins resulted in considerable improvements in Nusselt numbers across all Reynolds
numbers. The Nusselt number of a base plate with CNT pin fins and turbulators (with
optimized parameters) was compared to that of a smooth plate, resulting in a 176% increase
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in Nusselt number with fins and a 122% increase with turbulators at certain values of
Reynolds numbers.

The study also found that the proposed CNT pin fins and turbulators had a thermal
efficiency of around 89.54% at the maximum mass flow rate of 0.96915 kg/s (3.49 m3/h) and
thermal efficiency of around 49.55% at the minimum mass flow rate of about 0.19383 kg/s
(0.7 m3/h). This obtained thermal efficiency value is higher than previous works reported
in the literature. At a Reynolds number of 15,000, the higher value of Nusselt number
attained with CNT pin fins and turbulators was 137.37, which is 211% higher than that of a
conventional solar collector.
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Nomenclature

ηt Thermal efficiency
Qu Energy gain
IT Incident solar thermal rays
Ap Base plate surface area
∆P Pumping power
.

m Mass flow rate
Re Reynold’s Number
ρ Density
T Temperature
Keff Thermal conductivity
K Turbulence kinetic energy
µ Dynamic viscosity
et Specific energy
h Specific enthalpy
Sh Hourly solar radiation
Nu Nusselt number
Pr Prandtl number
Dh Hydraulic diameter
L Base plate length
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